Objective: It is possible that disturbances of systems modulating reward may contribute to a vulnerability to develop an eating disorder.
Introduction
Bulimia nervosa (BN), a disorder of unknown etiology, most commonly has its onset in adolescent females and is characterized by body image distortions and mood and impulse control dysregulation. 1 Typically episodes of overeating are followed by compensatory behaviors such as vomiting, fasting, misuse of laxatives, or overexercising. In addition, individuals with BN tend to be impulsive and sensation seeking and often abuse alcohol and drugs. 2, 3 Considerable data in the past decade has raised the possibility that disturbed appetitive behaviors for food and drugs may reflect a dysregulation of reward mechanisms. 4 Few studies have investigated the neurobiology of reward in BN. In contrast, it has been found that anorexia nervosa (AN), a related disorder characterized by restrictive eating and an ascetic temperament, have altered striatal dopamine (DA) function. 5, 6 The DA system is thought to contribute to an optimal response to reward stimuli. 7 Altered DA function has been reported in individuals with binge-eating behavior, for example, altered allele frequencies for the DA transporter gene (DAT1) 8 and DA receptor genes. 9, 10 To assess striatal response to reward in AN, our group 11 used a monetary reward task with eventrelated functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). To avoid the confounding effects of malnutrition, we focused upon individuals recovered from restricting-type AN (REC AN). REC AN showed increased hemodynamic activation in the caudate nucleus (CN). Although control women (CW) distinguished positive and negative feedback within the anterior ventral striatum (AVS), REC AN women had similar responses to both conditions. Based on the functional gradient of inputs to the striatum, this pattern of activation may imply that REC AN are impaired in identifying the emotional significance of a stimulus (lack of differential signal to win/loss in the AVS), but increased traffic in neurocircuits concerned with planning and consequences (enhanced activation in dorsostriatal circuits through the CN). Because there is little data on DA function or other aspects of reward in BN, we performed this pilot study in order to explore striatal response to this task in women recovered from BN (REC BN). We hypothesized that BN women would have an opposite CN response. That is, they would have reduced CN activation consistent with a reduced ability to plan or foresee consequences.
Method

Sample
Ten REC BN women were recruited who had previously met DSM-IV criteria for BN. They were previously treated in the eating disorder treatment program at Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic (University of Pittsburgh Medical Center), Pittsburgh, PA or were recruited nationally through advertisements. All individuals underwent four levels of screening: (1) a brief phone screening; (2) an intensive screening assessing psychiatric history, lifetime weight, binge eating and methods of weight loss/control, and menstrual cycle history as well as eating pattern for the past 12 months; (3) a comprehensive assessment using structured and semi-structured psychiatric interviews conducted by phone or in person; and (4) a face-to-face interview and physical examination with a psychiatrist. To be considered ''recovered,'' for the previous year individuals had to 1 This study was conducted according to the institutional review board regulations of the University of Pittsburgh, and all participants gave written informed consent. The MR imaging was performed during the first 10 days of the follicular phase for all subjects to standardize phase of cycle.
Assessments
Axis I diagnoses were made using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders. 12 Current symptoms were assessed using the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory Form Y 13 and personality was assessed by the Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI). 14 A modified form of the South Oaks Gambling survey 15, 16 identified participants with excessive gambling behaviors.
Guessing-Game Paradigm
The task used was developed by Delgado and described previously. 11, 17, 18 In brief, participants guessed whether a hidden number behind a virtual playing card was greater or less than 5. The participant won $2.00 for a correct guess, lost $1.00 for every incorrect guess, and lost $0.50 if she failed to make a guess in the required time. At the beginning of each trial a question mark ''?'' appeared inside the virtual playing card as a cue for the participant to guess. Feedback for wins was indicated by a green up arrow, for losses by a red down arrow, and a failure to respond by a yellow down arrow. Responses were acquired via an ergonomically designed button response unit attached to the right hand. The participants were told that the computer picked numbers randomly, so that there was no way to know what number was going to be revealed. In actuality, the stimulus control program randomly preselected each trial to be a win or loss trial and presented to the participants a number that was congruent with the outcome. A total of four blocks were run, with each consisting of 26 trials (13 wins, 13 losses).
Scanning Procedures
Imaging data were collected with a 3T Signa scanner (GE Medical Systems). High-resolution anatomical images (1.5 mm 3 ) were acquired for each subject. Seven functional volumes were acquired per trial.
Data Processing and Analysis
The data preprocessing for (11, 16, 7) , and left ventral striatum (210, 6, 25). We also included the right ventral striatum (10, 6, 25) . We extracted the mean signal in a 3.2 mm radius (1 voxel radius) sphere centered at these talairach coordinates. The time-course of the BOLD response within each ROI was transformed to a percent change from baseline (T01) for visual inspection and interpretation. The time-series were subjected to a 3-way ANOVA with group as a between-subjects factor (2 levels), outcome (win or loss) as a within-subjects factor (2 levels), and time (timepoints T01-T07) as a repeated measures factor (7 levels). The ANOVAR was a fully saturated model with subject interactions combined with error.
All clinical behavioral data analyses were performed using SPSS (14.0). To compare BN and CW groups, a nonparametric Mann Whitney-U Test was performed.
Results
Demographic Variables and Clinical Behavioral Assessments
REC BN and CW were of similar age and BMI ( Table 1) . REC BN had the onset of illness at 17.2 6 3.4 years old and had been recovered for 20.6 6 13.6 months. When compared with CW, the REC BN individuals had significantly higher values for trait anxiety and harm avoidance. Lifetime (but not current) history for the REC BN included six with major depressive disorder (MDD), eight with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), two with social phobia, two with panic disorder, five with alcohol abuse/dependence, and two with drug abuse/dependence. Groups did not differ in reaction time or on choice (high or low guess) (p [ 0.05, data not shown).
ROI-Based Image Analysis
Overall, the pattern of the left CN activation was significantly different between REC BN participants when compared with CW measured by a group 3 condition analysis [(F 5 12.92, df 5 1,18, p 5 0.0021) (Fig. 1a) ( Table 2) ]. Importantly, CW response showed a significant difference between wins and losses (left CN, p 5 0.0006), whereas REC BN showed a similar response pattern.
The left AVS showed a significant group 3 condition (F 5 5.30, df 5 1,18, p 5 0.0334) interaction. The time series revealed a higher peak and more sustained activation for win trials in CW when compared with REC BN individuals. Using a within group analysis, CW showed a significant difference between wins and losses (p 5 0.0468) in the right AVS, whereas REC BN individuals had a similar response (p 5 ns; Fig. 1b ).
Relationship to Symptoms
The findings were unchanged in relation to age, BMI and novelty seeking scores. REC BN individuals showed a positive relationship between novelty seeking (TCI) and percent signal change in both the right (r 5 0.81, p 5 0.005) (Fig. 2a) and left AVS (r 5 0.61, p 5 0.062) for wins. Such a relationship was not detected for CW (Fig. 2b) . Mean percent signal changes were not related to age of onset, length of recovery, harm avoidance or anxiety scores, depression or Axis I diagnoses.
Discussion
This is the first study using fMRI to investigate reward processing in REC BN women. The CW showed a response in the AVS and dorsal striatum that distinguished positive and negative feedback. In comparison, the REC BN individuals had a similar response to positive and negative feedback. In terms of the AVS response, the REC BN appears to be similar to the REC AN. That is, both groups revealed difficulty in discriminating between positive and negative feedback relative to healthy CW. Animal studies show that the AVS processes motivational aspects toward stimuli by modulating the influence of limbic inputs on striatal activity. [23] [24] [25] Even abstract rewards (money) activate the AVS in proportion to the reward amount or the deviation from an expected payoff. 26 These AVS responses to cues may reflect a failure to appropriately bind, scale, or discriminate responses to salient stimuli, supporting the possibility that REC BN and REC AN may have impaired ability to identify the emotional significance of stimuli. 27 Similar to the AVS, the controls were able to distinguish between negative and positive feedback in the dorsal CN. In contrast, the REC BN individuals showed a similar response to both stimuli. The dorsal striatum includes the rostral, dorsal CN, which is involved in linking action to outcome. 28, 29 It is well known that many BN individuals have altered impulsivity. 30 A recent study reported that behavioral/motoric impulsivity is linked to binge-eating type eating disorders in general, but that the nonplanning dimension of impulsivity was only characteristic of BN individuals. 31 Whether the different activity pattern finding in REC BN reflect some difficulty in foreseeing or integrating consequences is conjectural, but may offer important clues for understanding the biology this behavior. It is worth noting that our group previously found that REC AN participants had elevated CN activation in response to negative and positive feedback, 11 perhaps reflecting symptoms of worrying about feedback and excessive need to control/plan consequences of their actions.
Both REC BN and REC AN individuals had elevated anxiety and harm avoidance scores, and neither group had altered novelty seeking or sensation seeking scores. In this respect, REC AN and REC BN appear to be similar. Still, novelty seeking scores were positively associated with AVS activation for the win condition within the BN group. Literature on personality in BN consistently reports high impulsivity, lack of goal direction, and sensation seeking. 2, 3, 32 Thus, the more pronounced the personality trait of novelty seeking, the greater capacity to display a neuronal response to reward.
In terms of limitations, these data need to be interpreted cautiously due to the relatively small sample size. However, this was a relatively homogeneous BN group, because we excluded individuals with an antecedent of AN. We did not compare REC BN, REC AN, and CW due to lack of power. The time series (Fig. 1a) displayed a non significant diminished amplitude for REC BN for wins in comparison to CW (mean % signal change REC BN 5 0.09 6 0.16, mean % signal change CW 5 0.16 6 0.12). Whether REC BN have an opposite response when compared with REC AN is of interest and should be followed up in a larger sample. We chose a hypothesis driven, ROI based analysis, so there was a risk of not identifying other interesting findings.
This is the first study showing evidence of altered reward processing in REC BN. Considered together with the REC AN data, these findings may reflect factors that are shared by these subgroups. That is, REC AN and REC BN may share an inability to precisely modulate emotionality and reward in response to salient stimuli. Whether there are possible differences in dorsostriatal activity related to consequences of choice is less certain, but is a question that should be asked of future studies with adequate power. 
